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“It’s time for boldness, for there is so much to do,” said President Joe Biden during his
inaugural speech. While the dark clouds slowly dissipate as the vaccine injects a ray of
positivity globally, the world undoubtedly steps into another challenging year with an
abundance of caution. We, at Digital Planet, dive deeper into what has kept people
connected through an unprecedented pandemic—digitalization.

What we witnessed in the first week of January is a grim reminder of how technology
can wreak havoc on the very fundamentals of democracy. Misinformation, aided by the
rise of social media and online news sources, has left some states more vulnerable
than others. Unfettered communication has even led Big Tech to question the ideals on
which they were founded. My piece in Foreign Policy on the systemic changes
required in the ecosystem writ large sets the stage for protecting societies against
widespread infodemics.

The more pressing predicament however, is on the subject of trust in digital
economies. Digital Trust underpins the very functioning of societies online and the
critical questions of how to foster, harness, and even re-build trust, become paramount
as we continue to navigate our accelerating reliance on technology and the disruptions
that come with it. Part of the Digital Intelligence Index, our Digital Trust scorecard
charts the trustworthiness of 42 digital ecosystems around the world—a crucial
measure to developing a more inclusive and resilient future.

As the pandemic evolves by the day, states’ and countries’ varying policy responses
have demonstrated that Digital Readiness was a (literal) lifesaver in facilitating social
distancing, allowing parts of the labor force to work from home, and supporting the
delivery of essential services. Our latest research on the vulnerabilities experienced
by gig workers highlights inherent racial and socioeconomic disparities within the
broader digital economy.

Digital Planet continues to grapple with the challenges of building a sustainable and
equitable digital future—one that works for everyone, everywhere—through our IDEA
2030 research initiative. How do you think policymakers and community leaders should
tread in the near- and long-term as they strive for greater economic resilience and
social equity? Let us know on Twitter.
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Explore the interactive DII research tool 
to analyze how these economies stack up
against each other, along the broader
measures of Digital Evolution and Digital
Trust. Compare economies on various
parameters, find patterns, draw
conclusions on policy intervention, and
study the potential for inclusive
development 
through the lens of the digital economy.

A Tale of Two Digital Economies: Gig Workers and
Remote Workers
The pandemic has demonstrated the gig economy’s increasing importance in
providing essential services to communities, while also highlighting the inherent
disparities and vulnerabilities experienced by gig workers.

The Digital Health Divide
While several US states have been
quick to expand telehealth policies in
response to the pandemic, there exists
a disconnect between policy action and
the infrastructure available to support
access. Disparities in broadband access
prevent telehealth policies from
reaching millions of Americans.
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About Digital Planet

Digital Planet is an interdisciplinary research initiative of The Fletcher School's Institute
for Business in the Global Context (IBGC) dedicated to understanding the impact of
digital innovation on the world and providing actionable insights for policymakers,
businesses, investors, and innovators.
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